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INTRODUCTION 

Many questions have been raised during the 1970's regarding the 
possible modification of the ozonosphere by aircraft operating in the 
stratosphere (e.g., the Concorde, USSR-SST, and 7^7 SP are now flying in 
the lower stratosphere; and the Space Shuttle will begin flights in three 
years). Concern also has been expressed over the manner in which the 
ozonosphere may change in the future, as a result of fluorocarbon releases. 
There are other ways by which the ozonosphere may be significantly altered -
both anthropogenic and natural. Very basic questions have been raised, 
bearing upon the amount of ozone which would be destroyed by the NO 
produced in atmospheric nuclear explosions. 

Studies of the available satellite data have suggested that the world
wide increase of ozone during the past decade, which war, observed over land 
stations, may have been biased by (1) a poor distribution of stations, 
and/or (2) a shift of the planetary wave. Additional satellite data 
will be required to resolve this issue. 

"Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Energy Research and Development 
Administration under contract No. W-7'i05-Eng-'l8 and supported in part by the 
High Altitude Pollution Program, U.S. Department of Transportation Federal 
Aviation Administration. 
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The Satellite Ozone Analysis Center (SOAC) was established in order 
that ozone data from a new series of satellites would be analyzed, and 
the earth's ozone variability be adequately measured. SOAC provides global 
ozone distribution for initialization to numerical models. In essence the 
principal purposes of SOAC are to provide atmospheric ozone data to the 
national and inrernational scientific community and to perform research 
directed toward a more complete understanding of the variability of the 
ozonosphere. This study is accomplished by the integration of several 
tasks (Fig. 1), described separately below. 

Satellite Sensor 

The sensor used in SOAC will be onboard a United States Air Force 
Satellite [(DHSP) Block 5D-1 system] in a 835 km circular orbit. Four 
Block 5D systems have been constructed, each with an estimated lifetime 
minimum of two years; the first of which is to be launched in 1976. 

SOAC uses the data from a new scanning radiometer (designated as 
the SSH (Special Sensor H), a cross-track scanning, multi-filter radiometer. 
The sensor returns sixteen spectral.-radiance values: one radiance is 
located at 9.8 pm for ozo.ie absorption, six are located in the 13-15 )Jm 
CO, band (selected for vertical temperature structure delineation), eight 
are located between 18-28 urn (selected for vertical and total water vapor 
distribution), and one channel is at 12 pm for determination of the surface 
radiance. The channel spectral centers, widths and noise equivalence are 

indicated in Table 1. Note that the noise equivalent spectral radiance 
2 -ll (NESR) for the 9.8 pm ozone measurement is only 0.05 ergs/sec-cm -ster-cn 

%i 
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Tablc I. Spectral centers, widths and NESP. of-the r,» 
ozone, temperature and water yapor sensor. 

Cent 
um 

cr 
cm" 1 

Width 
cm" 1 Species 

HESN" 
(x 10"') 

9.8 1022 12.5 °3 0.05 
12.0 835 8 window 0.11 

13.4 747 10 co2 0.12 
13.8 725 10 co2 0.11 
llt.i 708 10 C 02 0.1! 
14.4 635 10 co2 0.10 

14.8 676 10 co2 0.09 
15.0 668.5 3.5 C 02 0.30 

18.7 535 16 H2° 0.15 

2*1.5 408.5 12 H20 0.14 

22.7 ^ l . 5 18 H2° 0.09 

23.3 420 20 H20 0.12 

26.7 37* 12 H20 0.18 
25.2 397.5 10 H20 0.16 
28.2 355 15 H20 0.25 

28.3 353.5 II H20 0.33 

'NESR « Noise Equivalent Spectral Radiance in watts-
enr-ster-cm'"'. 



The Block $D satellites Are controlled by sites in Maine and Washington. 

These sites receive slorcd-data which arc read from Jape recorders onboard 

the spacecraft. These data arc relayed to the Air force Global Weather 

Central (AFGWC) in Nebraska via a conminication satellite link. 

The AFGVC provides the sixteen channel digitized, calibrated, and 

earth located data in an eight computer -..•oid (36 bit) packet for each senior 

•ample point. There arc twenty-five sample points per cross-track scan, 

130 cross-track scons per orbit, and lU.h orbits ^cr day. This yields a 

total of 63,^00 ozone, temperature, and water vapor flscasurements each day. 

The scan geor<etry of the sensor is given in Fig. 2. At the sub-orbit 

point note th ;t the field of view (FOV? resolved is 39.3 km. This is 3-& 

and 2.'i Letter earth resolution than the IRIS sensors on Himbur. 3 *'»nd l», 

respectively. The Instrunicni data return of 68.*'iOO o?onc value., per day 

is thirty tir.es trore observations per day than any previous t^oni: sensnr. 

Figures 3 and k indicate the optica! schematic of the sensor and the data 

flew, respectively. Note that the oxu-ne channel at 1022 cm has the 

potential to obtain six times as riuCh cneryy as any of the other channel!-

during a given atmospheric sounding. 

Satellite Data Processing 

The o*one, temperature and water vapor sensor nr.v.urer. radiances in 

specially selected narrow spectral char.'te1«i located in the absorption 

bands of 0,, CO, and 11,0. The radiance rvasurer.-ents are matlicnat ical ly 

inverted to provide total 070i.rt content .md vertical profiles of temperature 

and water vapor. The rodiativc transfer equation expresses radiance in each 

•spectral channel as a function of the vertical temperature profile, the 

http://tir.es
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vcrtlcol compositional profile and the spectroscopic transmission functions. 

Transmission functions have been developed' from laboratory and field 

measurements, correlated by molecular theory and compiled. Inversion 

techniques hove been developed to provide solutions to the radiative 

transfer equal ion. 

Qua 11ty Control 

The surface total ozone network will be used for comparison with the 

50AC derived total ozone valuer.. Selected''total ozone stations at various 

locations in each hemisphere will he used. The SOAC total ozone value will 

be compared, for example, with the Dobson Spectrophotometer value when a 

software progran computer, the satellite czone value to be within 50 km of 

the earth station. In addition, weekly and monthly Oobson average values 

at stations in the surface network will he compared with the satellite 

derived average values. 

The Bind: 50 ozone values will be compared with the values obtained 

fror,i the MAS A TOMS ozone sensor, v/hich Is scheduled fo- a 1978 launch date. 

When the second of the four Block 50 satellites is launched in early 

'977, intcrcomparIsans will be made between the ozone channels of the two 

satellites and with the total ozone surface network, 

Pata Analysis 

A satellite orbit {in this example early Nimbus III measurements) 

with total ozone measurements ean he seen in Fig. 5- The orbital data 

indicate a decrease in the total ozont atmospheric column by approximately 

a factor of two from the higlj latitudes to the equator. 



A computer spline analysis will be performed on the approximately 
•'. •, - , : • " • • ;',• l j • 

66,400 ozone measurements from the .Block 53 satellite and the data, will be 

displayed in a global 1° and 29 grid. Figure 6 indicates the manner in 
Ml ° which these data will be displayed. In addition to daily global and 

hemispheric analyses (Fig. 6) monthly analyses will be comnilcd. These 

analyses wilt be ntibl ished monthly by SOAC and made available to all 

interested scientists on a reimbursable cost basis only. 

Selected CO, and H.O radiancedata wi11 be analyzed and global maps 
. fr-

of these data nade available. All processed ozone temperature and water 

vapor values with latitude, longitude, and time locations will be avail

able on tape. i 

CONCLUSIONS 

SOAC will direct attention toward: 

1. Maintaining viable ozone processing and analyses, that will 

permit monitoring of the earth's ozone variability from the 

present time into the 1980's. in this manner a baseline will 

be established upon which regional, as well as global ozone 

trends, can be measured. -

2. Providing global total ozone distribution for initialization input 

' to numerical .models. 

"}> Analyzing ozone variability within the mcsoscale with higher 

spatial resolution ozone sensors (e.g., specific case studies 

with high resolution satellite ozone data over the heavily 

travelled North Atlantic corridor .between the U. S. and Europe. 



4. Analyzing the diurnal variability of total ozone with a two 
satellite ozone sensor system. 

5. Interaction with the filobal Ozone Honitoring and Research Project 
j of the World Heteorological Organization. ' 
! ' 

i 
•i 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure I. Satellite Ozone Analysis Center (SOAC) Operational Diagram. 
[2] Figure 2. Sensor Scan Geometry (Earth Projection). 

Figure 3. Optical Schematic of Ozone, Temperature and Water Vapor Sensor, 
Figure k. Ozone, Temperature and Water Vapor Data Flow Diagram.11"' 

Figure 5. Total ozone distribution during an orbital pass from western 
Siberia southward across the western Pacific, across Australia 
and to Antarctica.13' 

Figure 6. The average distribution of total ozone (units: m.atm.cn) for 
the Northern Hemisphere (Aprii-July) Shading represents totol 
ozone values less than 2A0 m-atm-cm.HJ 

http://atm.cn
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FIGUR!: 1. Satellite Ozone Analysis Center (SOAC) Operational Diagram 
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